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The University of Michigan Press, United States, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. After the death of her mother, Kay Seger abandons her career as a historical
consultant to a Los Angeles film company and returns to her childhood home in Michigan. There,
she rekindles a teenage love affair with Joe Chase, now a Vietnam War veteran and Ford auto
worker. Afflicted by grief and the mysterious symptoms of an unidentified ailment, Kay, at Joe s
urging, begins an investigation of her family s past.As Kay pores over the boxes of papers, letters,
and photo albums her mother left behind, vivid recollections of a bygone Detroit, ragged and
teeming at the start of the automotive age, come to life alongside snapshots of Michigan s rural
western counties after the settlement of the frontier. In the midst of her searches, Kay comes across
the long-forgotten medical history of nostalgia, and it is this new knowledge that helps her to
recover the lost histories of her family and find a resolution to her troubled relationship with Joe.An
exploration of memory as both pathology and promise, `Ford Road` offers a moving examination
of the injuries we inflict on the...
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Reviews
Extremely helpful for all class of people. It is probably the most incredible ebook i actually have go through. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Victor ia Hickle PhD
This created publication is wonderful. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a worth looking at. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform when you comprehensive looking at this book.
-- Chelsey Nicola s
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